
Sin Series - The Origin (Part 2) 

Genesis 3:7-19 - Feb. 26, 2017 

Seven Universal Results of Personal Sin: 

*Genesis 3:7+8 

1)  The First Universal Result Of Sin, Is Shame (They Knew They Were 
Naked, & Hid) 

We don't want to be around certain people (our parents) - or in certain 
situations... Because we're ashamed of what we've done, or who we've 
become. 

We're ashamed of our sin, & so we try to cover it up with smiles,  good 
times, relationships, busyness, & the like.  *John 3:19+20 

2)  The Second Universal Result Of Sin, Is Separation 

They didn't want to be around God... Kind of like hardened criminals not 
wanting to hang-out in a police station. 

Our sin can also cause us to distance ourselves from our spouse, our 
kids, & our family... As well as church & other believers; & it will  surely 
distance us from God & His Word.  *1 John 1: 9+10 

*Genesis 3:9-13 

3)  The Third Universal Result Of Sin, Is Blame 

We tend to blame different people & situations for our own choices; 
hopefully at some point, we'll begin to take responsibility for our own 
choices and lives and then ultimately - come to Christ. 

Just as an addict who's in bondage can't get help until they really   

want it and are ready to take responsibility for their choices - so the 
same is true of all of us when it comes to sin... As we're bound in it.  This 
is where the beauty of the gospel is revealed. 

4)  The Fourth Universal Result Of Our Personal Sin, is Deception (Vs.13 
again) 

There is certainly personal responsibility for sin; but that's not to say 
that it isn't deceptive... Eve really was deceived!  We're deceived by sin 
as well; and we can deceive others. 

What can we do to protect ourselves from sins deceptive power?  First, 
recognize it!... Admit your weakness; then call on God & His strength.  
Equip yourself through scripture, prayer & accountability. 

*Genesis 3:14-19 

5)  The Fifth Universal Result, Is The Curse (Affecting All Of Creation) 

What was once perfect - relationally, provisionally & practically... Was 
now anything but that; now there would be pain, problems &  pressure, 
in every way imaginable.   

Yet although we've been hit with a curse - God tells His people that 
Jesus has borne the brunt of that curse.  Isaiah 53:4 

6)  The Sixth Universal Result, Is Enmity (Vs. 15a  again) 

This 'hatred or hostility' is experienced on a micro level (personally)- as 
we see here with Adam, Eve & Satan... As well as on a macro level - both 
universally & throughout history (in all of humanity). 

7)  The Seventh Universal Result, Is Suffering & Stress 

Whether it's giving birth - or decade upon decade, of hard, grueling, 
strenuous & stressful work... These are both the result, of sin. 

Jesus is the cure! 


